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ABSTRACT

The water quality and salinity in Great south Bay represent a
balance between the amount of seawater that enters the bay through its
inlets and the amount of freshwater that is supplied from Long Island.
Streamf low accounts for most of the freshwater supplied to the bay
This source is routine3y gaged by the V.S. Geological Survey, The
second largest contribution is the submarine outflow of ground water
across the bay floor. Direct measurements of this source are reported
here. This is the first such study of the submarine outflow into
Great South Bay or, indeed, into any coastal body of water.

measurements of the ground-water flow across the floor of the bay
Were made by enCIOSing a Small area Of the bottOm in a Cylinder that
was vented to a plastic collection bag. Ground water flowing up across
the sediment-water interface inta the cylinder accumulated in the bag
and the volume accumulated in a predetermined time was measured. These
devices would collect up to 2 liters/hour near the bay shore.

preliminary work showed that much of the seepage occurred within
100 meters of the shore. In this study, the flow was measured at six
sites  five on the north shore of the bay and one on the south shore!
along transects extending to a distance of 100 meters offshore over
300 measurements were made.

Submarine outflow rates were as high as 150 liters/day/square
meter. The outflow near the shore was typically 50 liters/day/square
meter and decreased to about 30 liters/day/square meter at a distance
of 100 meters offshore.   easurements that were made simultaneousl.y and
as close together as passible differed by 4 liters/day/square meter
 median! although the maximum difference was 49 liters/day/square meter.

3 easurements taken at the same location within a few hours of each other

differed by 4 liters/day/square meter while the maximum difference was
29 liters/day/'square meter, Differences greater than 10 liters/day/
square meter were ascribed to local  or rapid!, but as yet unspeci-
fied, changes in the hydrogeologic condition

Variations in the outflow rate due to tidal changes in the water
level could not be detected. The flow rate did appear to be sensitive
to coastal flooding and rainfall, however The day after tropical
storm David passed ~ng Island the flow values were measured at one

site and found to be nearly double the typical values at that site,
They returned to normal within 10 days. Throughout the summer there
was a general decrease in the outflow; there was a concurrent decrease
in the monthly rainfall.

In order to calculate the total submarine outflow, the data were
described as decreasing exponentially with distance from shore. The
typical value of the submarine outflow was calculated to be 4.1 x 10'
liters/day. This calculation excluded measurements made near eire
Island, but they suggest that significant amounts of ground water may
enter the bay far from shore due to sustained, upward leakage from deep
aquifers. As a result, the calculated value is an underestimate. The



outflow rates are relatively larqe and should significantly affect the

pore water chemistry.

S TUDY AREAI�T!Lf!DUCT 10!f

The submarine outflow of ground water

serosa the sea floor is an integral pert

of the coastal hydrography. It ie usually

the asset peerly dOcueented ccmponsnt Of

the freshwater supply and rarely measured

directly. In areas where streamf low is

small, ground-water seepage may dominate

the freshwater discharge controlling the

distribution of salinity in the coastal

sone. The magnitude and distribution of

the ground~ster flux are necessary param-

eters for modell.ing the salinity distribu-

tion and for estimating the rates at which

dissolved chemicals are transported across

the sediment-water interface. These are

ijsportant elements oi' water-quality mod-

els. The submarine outflow is also that

fraction of the groundwater discharge

that maintains the position of the fresh-

water/saltwater interface in coastal

aquifers. Great South !Lay, Long Ieland,

Sew York is one place where the flow of

ground water across the eea floor is

espeoially important. There are two rea-

sons for this. The i'irst reason is that

the Island's water suppl,y is drawn

entirely from wells and a decrease in the

ground-water flow may permit saltwater .

contamination. The second reason is that

the quality of the bay water helps to

maintain a productive hard clam industry.

Because there are no large streaas dis-

charqing into the bay, the fl.ow of ground

water across the bay floor plays an

important role in freshening the bay.

This report discusses some of the first in

situ measurements of the ground-water flow

across the floor of Great South Bay in

order to document variations in the

magnitude and distribution of. the sub-
marine outflow.

Creat South say  Figure 1! is the

Largest of a series of interconnecting

shallow lagoons along the south shore of

Long Island, New York. The bay is

approximately 34 km in length and has a

maximum width of about 9 km. The study

area for this project lies between Smith

Point on the east and the Robert Hoses

Causeway on the west. Hithin these limits
the bay covers an area of 2.09 ~ 10 m

The mean water depth is 1.3 m. The bay j.s

sheltered behind a barrier island  Fire

Island! . The flow into the bay from the

Atlantic Ocean is restricted to narrow

tidal inlets. The largest of these is

Fire Island Inlet. As a result, the tidal

range in the bay is lees than 0.25 m

although the range in the ocean outside

of the bay exceeds l m. In addition, the

mean water level i.n the bay is higher

than mean sea level in the ocean  Weyl,

1974! . This is because the croSS-section

of Fire Island Inlet is larger during

times of high tides than it is at low

water; consequently, it is easier to fill

the bay than it is to empty it. The dif-

ference in mean sea level inside and

outside of the bay must be less than

O.e5 n .

The bay lies in sandy glacial out-

wash  Perlmutter and Crandell, 1959! .

This permeable material has a thickness

of about 30 m and it is underlain by an

impermeable clay  the Cardiners Clay!.

The water-table aquifer  or the Upper

Glacial Aquifer! is within this layer.

Northward, away from the bay shore, the

water-table gradient is about 0.002

 Suffolk County Department of Environ-

mental Control, 1978!; in other words,

the elevation of the water table rises



Fig. l. Study area in Great South Bay on the south shore of Long Island, New
York, between Smith Point  SP! and the Robert uses Causeway {BHC!.
The study sites are at Bay Shore  BS!, Heckscher State Park <ESP!, Bay-
port {BP!, Patchogue  P!, Kast Patchogue  EP!, and Barrett Beach  BB! .
PII is Fire Island Inlet and CR is the Connetquot River.



2 m over a distance of 1,000 m. The

glacial aquifer is the most homogeneous
and isotropic of Long Island's aquifersr
this means that its composition is rela-

tively uniform and that water may flow
with alnmst equal ease either horixontally
or vertically. The ease with which water

can flow through an aquifer is measured by
the aquii'er's hydraulic conductivity.
This property of the aquifer may be meas-
ured in units of meters per day. An

aquifer ri.th a hydraulic conductivity of

200 m/day is very permeable. Such an

aquifer might be made of gravel, and water

can liow thx'ough it easily. A soil or

sediment wi.th a hydraulic conductivity of,

say, 0.1 m/day is very impermeable. Clay

would make an impermeable layer and water

can seep through such a material only with

difficulty. At the south shore, the

hydraulic conductivity of the glacial

aquifer is about 60 m/day for ground-water-

flows in the horizontal directions. Flows

in the vertical direction are slightly

more impeded; the hydraulic conductivity

in a direction hormal to the layers of

sand that make up this aquifer are calcu-

lated to be between 24 m/day and 6 m/day

at the south shore  Getxen, 1977! . The

ratio of the hydraulic conductivi,ty normal

to the layering <essentially vertical! to

the conductivity parallel to the bedding

 essentially horizontal! is a measure of

the anisotropy of the aquifer. The cal.cu-

lated anisotropy for the glacial aquifer

is, therefore, between 1:10 and 1:2.5

although locally it may be as low as 1:I.S

 Getxen, 1977! .

Below the Gardiners Clay are uncon-

solidated Cretaceous beds which form

intermediate and deep artesian aquifers.

The intermediate aquifer  the Magothy

Aquifer! is about 270 m thick under the

study area. Getxen l1977> has estimated

that it has a horizontal hydraulic conduc-

tivity of about 16 m/day under the south

shore and that it shows a vertical to

horizontal anisotropy of between lr30 and

1;60. The interraediate aouifer is

separated from the deep aquifer  the Lloyd

Aquifer! by a relativelv impermeable clay

layer tthe Raritan Clay!. The top of the

clay lies at a depth of about 300 m under

the south shore  Perlmutter and Crandell,

1959! . Very little is known about the

hydraulic characteristics of the deco aqui-

fer, but it is thought that little water

flows through it  Franke and Getzen, 1975! .

The three aquifers are underlain by bed-

rock at a depth Of abOut 550 ra  Perlmutter

and Crandell, 1959! .

PREVIOUS WORK

There have been few previous u eiru

measurements of the ground-water flow

acrOSs the flOOr Of Great South Say. Indi-

rect estimates of this fraction of the

hydrological cycle have been made, however,

by several investigators. In 1951, the

hydrography of the bay was studied by a

group from the Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution  Anonymous, 1951! . The inflow

of ground water to the bay was cal,culated

as the difference between the measured

loss by the tidal, exchange and the supply

by strearnflovr. The ground-water seepage

was thus estimated to be 1 4 ~ 10a t/day,

accounting for 78% of the freshwater sup-

plied to the bay. A later report

 Guiilard, Vaccaro, Corwin, and Conover,

1960} shows a good correlation betweerr the

salinity in the bay and an empirical

ground-water index. Pluhowski and Kantro-

wits �964! did a study of the hvdrclogv

of that part ot' Long Island bordering the

western half of Great South Bav. using

available records of precipitation and

streamflow, they constructed a water bud-

get to estimate that submarine outflow

accounted for about 30% of the total

average freshwater outflow past the north

shore of Great South Bay. Bv using the

shoreline length as a scale factor, their

results may be extrapolated to the entire

bay. For these calculations the length of

the shoreline from the Robert Hoses Cause-

way to Smith Point was measured from a map



<Suffolk County Department of Environ-

mental Control, 1978! to be 47 km. This

exercise gives a value of 3.6 < 10 R/day
as the rate of ground-water discharge into

the tidewater of the bay. Followi~g the
estimate of Pluhowski and Xantrowitz,

about 79% of this discharge, or 2.8 s

10s I/day, is discharged into the tidal
reaches of streams and the remaining

O.B > 10' t/day enters the bay across the
bay floor.

The magnitude of the seaward flow of

ground water in the aquifers under the

south shore of Long Island can also be

calculated from an empirical expression

known as Darcys Law. Darcys Xaw governs

the rate of flow of water in a permeable

medium. Both Franke and NCClymonds �972!

and Pluhowski and Kantrowitz �964! have

made theae calculations. The area studied

by Franke and I CClymonds <1972! was larger

than the area covered in the present

report, and the area studied by Pluhowski

and Kantrawitz was smaller. Their

results, however, may be scaled to the

present study area. The scale factor is

the ratio of the shoreline length of our

study area �7 km! to the shoreline length

of the previous study area �18 km and

35 km respectively! . In this way, the

flow under the south shore of our study

area is estimated to be 1.9 x 10' I/day
based on the work of Franke and �CCLymonds

�972! and L.O x 10 i/day based on the

results of Pluhowski and Kantrowitz

�964! .

From the water balance of Pluhowski

and Kantrowitz, Seville �962! estimated

that freshwater was supplied to the bay at

a rate of 0.9B x LOs I/day, excluding the

submarine discharge. The quantity of

freshwater discharged across the bay floor

was omitted from Seville's calculation

because "the amount is so small and uncer-

tain"; including Saville's estimate of

this quantity would raise the estimate of

the totaL freshwater supply to 1 .03 x LOs

I/day . The earlier study  Anonymous,

1951! had reported the total freshwater

inflow rate to be 1.79 ~ 10s 1/day.
Since all of these estimates were made

from limited data collected at different

times, there would seem to be no reason to

prefer one estimate over another,

The first di.rect measurements of the

seepage flow were made along four offshore

transects in the bay  Bokuniewicz, 19a0! .

Two of these transects began at the beach

of the town of Say Shore in the Islip

township, one was made off the east shore

of Heckscher State Park, and one at the

Bayport beach. Along

flow rate was usually

cations. The flow of

each transect the

measured at four lo-

water across the bay

floor was measured by enclosing an area of

Appendix of this report.! At each study

site, undisturbed samples of the bay floor

were also collected and the vertical,

hydraulic conductivity of these samples

was measured by standard methods  Klute,

1965! .

The measurements shaw that the =low

rate decreases rapidly offshore. Within

30 m of the shoreline, the submarine out-

flow rates were typica.lly 40 I/day-m and

deoreaSed to less than 10 L/day-m at a

distance of 100 m fram shore. The maximum

measured flow rate was 140 f/day-m' and

the minimum was 6 I/day-m'. The bay floor

at the study locations was sand or silty

sand of high permeability. The vert.real

hydraulic conductivities ranged from 12 to

68 m/day.

The magnitude and distribution of the

submarine outflow are not unaffected by

local conditions. At Seckscher S tat e

Park, for example, the beach was under!am

by a clay layer with a hydraulic conduc-

tivity of only 0.05 m/day. I'hrs layer

resulted from the burial of a salt. marsh

the bottom with a cylinder vented to a

col.lection bag. This procedure was devel-

oped and tested by Lee �977! and has been

used in investigations of the hyd.rology of

glacial lakes.  The same basic method was

used in the present study although several.

improvements were added. These will be

described in the Methods section and the



when the beach was artificially con-

structed in 1930. As expected, the

aubnnarine outflow was very low through

this layer.

The flow rate across the bay floor

«ay be described by an exponentially

decreasing function. The correlation

coef f icient between the natur'al logarithms

of the measured flow rates and the dis-

tance fxce shore for each transect was

greater than 0.95.  A similar result has

been obtained during studies of glacial

lakes {!schrids and pfannkuch, 1976I I . The

flow distribution may, therefore, be spec-

ified with two parameters--the flow value

at the shoreline, A, and a decay'

constant, c, that governs the rate of

decrease of the flow offshore. The total

flonr along a transect is then Ajc. The

calculated total flow along the four

transects were 2,100r 1,10Dr 8,$DDr and

3<900 f/day-». The submarine freshwater

inflow is confined to a narrow band along

the shore. Between 40% and 9B9 of the

total flow along a transect occurred

within 100 m of the shoreline. Prom these

measureraents, the total flow of ground

water across the bay floor was calculated

to be about 2 > 10' l/day, or 10 to 20% of

the total freshwater inflov.

The f'low of ground water in Long

reland's aquifers has been studied theo-

retically with a three-dimensional analog
model by Gstzen �977! . The calculations

in the model are done at di.acrete points,

called nodes, ' on a three-dimensional

grid that represents Long fsland's aqui-
fere. The grand-water flrrs, pOre Water

pressure, and other parameters are

evaluated only at these points. The nodes

are spaced at intervals of 1 B29 m hori-

zontally and 120 rn vertically. While this
spacing is adequate for studying the
regional hydraulic characteristics, it is
not suitable for examining the details of

the submarine outflow through the bay

floor. This is because significant

changes in the seepage flow have been

measured over distances of less than

lDD m. The purpose of this report is to

document these changes at the shore of

Great South Bay.

METHODS

The flow of vater across th.e bay

floor was measured by enclosing an area of

the bottom with a cylinder vented to a

plastic collection bag. The cylinder wae

the end of a 55-gallon, steel drum which

was cut off and imbedded in the sedi.ment,

open end down. The closed top of the

cylinder was fitted with a nozzle and,

after the cylinder was implanted, a

plastic bag was attached to the vent. The

bag initially contained a known, mall

quantity of bay vater  about 10 mf!.

Ground water fLowing up across the

sediment-water interface into the cylinder

accumulated in the collection bag. To

protect the bag from disturbances by waves,

it was enclosed in a zigid, but not water-

tight, chamber. After a predetermined

length of time the bag was removed and the

volume of water in ths bag was measured.

The basic design of this measuring device

was developed by Lee �977!, although the

addition of the chamber to reduce wave

disturbances was a rnodi.fication of Lee' s

design for this project. Eight of these

devices were built. The details of their

construction and use are given in the

Appendix,
The devices were placed in the bay

floor along a line perpendicular to the

shoreline. Previous measurements showed

the outflow rate to decrease exponentially

with distance from shore and that most of

the flow occurred within 100 m of the

shoreline  Bokuniewicz, 1980!. As a

result, the devices were set at increasing

distances from shore to a distance of

about 100 m. rieasuremsnts were made simul-

taneously at every device in the transect.

Duplicate measurements were made at two

locations along the transec t. At these

locations two flow-measuring devices were

imbedded in the bay floor as close



together as possible and simultaneous

meaaurementa were made. The deViCea Were

usually left in place for one hour. As

much as 2 I of water could be collected

in thie time. After the collectiOn bags
were retrieved, the measurements were

usually repeated with another set of bags

without moving any of the devices. Occa-

sionally, a third set of measurements waa

also taken.

�easurements were made along tran-

sects at five sites along the north shore

of Great South Bay betveen Bay Shore and

East Patchogue {Pigure 1! . The sites were

offshore of South Bay Avenue in Bay Shore,

at Beach Mo. 9 in Heckscher State Park,

offshore of Gillette Avenue in Bayport,

offshore of the beach at Roe Avenue in

Patchogue, and offshore of Dunton Avenue

in East Patchogue. These sites extend

over 24 km of the shoreline and are spaced

about 6 km apart. The outflow at the

first three of these sites had also been

measured during the summer of 1978

 Bokuniewics, 19$0! . Two of these sites

were offshore of sand beaches  Bayport and

Bast Patchogue! and two were offshore of

salt marahes  Bay Shore and Patchogue!.

The remaining site was offshore of a sand

beach that had been artificially con-

structed over a marsh  Heckscher State

Park!. Sites were chosen where the water

waa at wading depth to a distance of 100 m

from shore and where the bottom sediments

vere free of boulder or debris.

An additional sita was studied on the

south shore of the hay at Barrett Beach,

Pire Island. This site was picked to

investigate the possibility that there may

be a net flow of water from the hay to the

ocean under Fire Island. Such a flow

might be expected because the. mean sea

level in the bay should be higher than

mean sea level in the ocean  Weyl, 1974!

The measurements made at Barrett Beach

were an attempt to document thi s outf low .

Barrett Beach was selected because Fire

Island is narrowest at this point. Pur-

thermore, the measurements were made

during periods of spring tides. These two

choices were made in ord.er to give the

best chance of seeing the hypothesized,

subsurface outflow.  As ve will discuss

in the Results section, this outflow was

not detected.!

At each site borings were made in the

beach to examine the shallow subsurface

structure. Samples were collected within

30 m of the shoreline and down to the

depth of the vater table which was within

1.2 m of the beach surface. Deeper

samples could not be retrieved with the

equi!ssent we used because the sides of the

test hole would collapse when the sand

became sat.ura ted.

RES ULTS

Two hundred and forty-eight measure-

ments were made at the S sites along the

north shore of Great South Bay and 83

measurements were made at Barrett Beach on

the south shore of the bay. All these

measurements were made between 6 June and

13 September 1979. Figure 2 is a plot of

all the flow obser'vations made along the

north side of the bay. These represent

varying conditions at five different sites

and many different time periods. within

100 m of the shore, the submarine outflow

was typically 40 f/day-mr. There was a

tendency for higher values to be found

ClOSer tO shOre; between 70 and 100 m the

flov rates were typically 30 1/day-m' and

within 20 m of shore they were near

50 I/day-m . This collection of measure-

ments may he biased toward higher values

because on several occasions we made a

conscious effort to sample after rain-

storms when the outflow rates were

expected to be higher than normal . At any

particular distance from shore all the

flow measurements fell within 70 R/day-m

each other except for two unusually

high values. The differences in the flow

rates include differences between. sites

and di f f erences between d i f f erent times at

the same site as well as uncertainties in



the measuring technique. The range of

outflow values vas higher near shore than

it «ae far i'rom shore. The magnitude of

the outflow and the range of measured

values are similar to the results of a

study of seepage into a lake  t,ake Bailie,

~acta] Lee, 1977, Nchride and

Pfannkuch, 1975! . This similarity is not
unexpected because the hydrogeologic con-

ditions of the lake and the bay are

similar  Bokuniewicz, 1980! .

The devices were tested in the lab-

oratory by Lee �977I j he found that they

are able to measure flows as low as

0.09 I/day-m'. In the present study, the
sensitivity of the devices was also esti,-

mated by comparing duplicate and replicate

measurements. Duplicate measurements were

two measurements that were made simultane-

ously and as close together as possible.

Raplicate measurements were two measure-

ments that were made within a few hours of

~ ach other at the same location. Seventy

duplicate pairs and 110 replicate pairs of

measurements were made.

As mentioned earlier in this report

the reliability oi' the outflow measure-

ments was considerably improved by

enclosing the collection bag in a leaky,

rigid chamber in order to protect the bags

from wave disturbances. The effects of

waves on the unprotected collection bag

can be seen in a set of three replicate

measurements that were made along a tran-

sect at patchogue on 6 June 1979 . These

outflow measuresents are shovn in

Figure 3. The highest rate of flow was

65 I/day-m' at a distance of 5 m from

shore and the rate decreased to

45 r /day-m at 92 m. Between the first

two replicate samples, the measured values

differed by less than 2 I/day-mx except at
a distance of 70 m from shore where the

difference vas 11 I/day-m'. The third
replicate set of measurements was consid-

erably lover than the first tvo sets. At

the time these sets of measurements vere

made the chambers that were later added to

dampen wave disturbances were not in

place. The first tvo sets of data vere

collected during calm seas and they vere

very similar. The third set, however, vas

taken after waves about 0.3 m high had

developed. In shallow water, these waves

violently disturbed the collection bags

and ve attribute the lover flow values to

this disturbance. The problem vas elimi-

nated by the modifications that we made to

the devices for this study.  The third

r'eplicate set of measurements that were

made on 6 June at patchogue was excluded

from the subsequent analyses.!

The differences between replicate

measurements due to tidal changes in the

water' level could not be detected. These

measurements reaffirm the same result

found by Bokuniewicx �980! . In principle,

a systemat.ic change in the submarine out-

flow rates should occur over a tidal cycle.

At low tide the water-table gradient in

the beach should be sharper and the

hydraulic gradient offshore should be

higher than at times of high tide . As a

result, the ground-water outflov rates

should be higher near the time oi' lov tide

and decrease to a minimum near the time of

high tide. There also should be some dif-

ference between the time of high  or low!

water and the time of mi.nimum  or maximum!

outflow rates because the changes in the

water-table elevation will lag behind the

tides somewhat. The tidal effect has been

documented off the coast of South Carolina

where the tidal range is 0.82 m  Lee,

1977! . In Great South Bay, however, there

vere no systematic changes in the outflow

values with changing tide level. Appar-

ently, the tidal range in the bay was not

large enough to have had a measurable

effect on the ground-water outflov.

Although tidally induced changes in the

submarine outflow could not be measured

directly, the magnitude of this effect was

investigated by monitoring the tidal

changes in the water table within the

beach at Patchogue. Screen wells were

installed 7.2, 10.9. and 27.1 m landvard

from the shoreline. The wells extended
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about 0,2 m below the vater table at low

tide and measurements of the water level

in the wells were made periodically to

watch the change in the water«table eleva-

tion over a tidal cycle. The water in

these veils had salinities between 0 and

4 s/rs. At this site, the changing tide

affected the water table within about 10 m

of the shore. Further inland, no change

in the water-table elevation was seen over

a tidal cycle. It is unlikely that such a

limited change in the water table would

~ ignif icantly affect the outflow further

than a few meters from shore. On a rising

tide, the water table near the shore also

rises. From low to high tide about 700 4

of water enter each meter-width of the

beach. Kikewise, during the falling tide,

700 L/m must escape to the bay and the

ground~ster seepage should be augmented

by this amount. It is likely that almost

all of this water crosses the bay floor

through the intertidal sons. The tidal

variations ia the submarine outflov due to

these changes would be restricted to

vithin a few meters of the shore. The

seepage-measuring devices, however, vere

rarely placed closer than 10 m from the

shore because they must be completely

submerged. in order to work properly. As a

result, no tidal variations in the outflow

were observed and tidal corrections were

not applied to the data in the subsequent

analysis.
Bore than half of the dupli.cate

measurements were with 4 i/day-m~ or 204
of each other. The maximum difference,

however, vas 49 R/day-m or 98%. Nore

than half of the replicate measurements

vere vithin 4 f/day-m~ or about 11% of
each. other, while the maximum dif ference

vas 29 l/day-m' or about 97%. The

histograms in Ei.gure 4 show the distribu-

tion of outflow differences betveen both

replicate and duplicate measurements.

These differences are expressed both as

absolute flov rates and also as a

percentage of the average flow value for
each pair of measurements. In general.

the differences were less than 10 f/day-mr
or about 20%. By inspecting these compar--

isons, the accuracy of the measurements

appears to be r5 L/day-m' or *10%. Dif-
ferences between duplicate or replicate

measurements that were greater than
10 Xjdsy-m~ were ascribed to local  or
rapidj, but as yet unspecifi.ed, changes in

the hydrogeologic conditions.

We vill now examine the measurements

sade at each site separately in order to

study the temporal changes at each loca-

tion, local anomalies, and the difference

betveen sites.

Patchopus

The most extensive set of observations

vas made at Patchogue. This site was off-

shore of the beach at the end of Roe

Avenue. There ie a large marsh here

separated from the bay by a beach 30 m

wide. The bay floor is sandy with

extensive but sparse eelgraee beds. The

vater was O.B m deep at a distance of

100 m from shore. Borings shoved the

beach to be sand at least down to the

depth of the water table.

At this site, a transect of ground-

water flow measurements was repeated six

times over the summer. Neasurements vere

made on 6 June. 26 June, 24 July, 7 August,

7 September, and 13 September. Tvo sets

of measurements vere made on each day.

Flow rates vere the highest on 6 June

 Figure 3!. As mentioned earlier, on this

day the maximum flow rate vas 65 L/day-m'
at a distance of 5 m from shore and

decreased to 45 I/day-m~ st 92 m. Flow
values on 26 June  Figure 5! were substan-

tially lower than those seen on 6 June

except very near the shore. Replicate

measurements made at a distance of 5 m

from shore gave flow values of 79 t/day-m'

and 53 L/day-m . The difference between

these measurements, 26 I/day-m , is more

than twice as large as the differences

betveen any of the other replicate

measurements made that day. At this

10
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distance, the flow values might be

expected to respond to the tidesr however,

the flow values increased vhile the tide

was rising. This change was opposite the

expected response end, other than to note

that there is generally greater differ-

ences between flow measurements made

neer shore than between those made

offshore, these changes in the flow remain

unexplained. The differences between

replicate measurementa at the ether

locations along the transect on 26 June

are within the expected. accuracy of the

devi.ces. On 24 July the nearshore values

ti.e. those made within XO m of the shore!

were unexpectedly low, while an 7 August

unexpectedly high values were found at

distances of 16 and 70 m from shore  Pig-

ure 5!. A possible cause of these unusual

flows will be discussed later. Within the

uncertainty of the measurements, the other
oifshore values wer'e identical to the

meaeuresmnte made on 26 June. The typical

pattern of the outflow between 30 and
106 m is wel.l defined. The nearshore

measurements, while repeatable, were

erratic.

The next measurements along the

patchogue transect ware made the day after

tropical storm David passed bong Island.
High flow rates persisted unusually far
offshore  Piguze 6! . outflow values

between 45 IL/day-m and 70 f/day-mr were
measured at a distance of 70 m offshore.

These rates were as high as those measured

on 6 June and we believe that on both of

these dates the high outflow rates were in

response to storms. The observati.ons that
were made on 6 June followed four' days of

intermittent rainfall: 24 mm of rain fell

at patchogue on 3 June, 22 mm fell on

4 June, 3 mm an 5 June, and 5 mm an 6 June

 Rational Weather Service, 1980! . This
rainfall was sufficient to increase the

discharge of the Connetquot River by about
50t  T. Spinello, U.S. Geological Survey,
Syosset, N.Y., personal communication,
1979!; for the first three days of June
the discharge was about 430 f/sec while on

4 June it peaked at a value of 650 E/sec.
It is reasonable to expect that the

submarine outflow was similarly increased.

The high outflow values measured on

7 September may be due to coastal flooding
rather than heavy rainfall. In the

patchogue area, tropical storm David did

nat bring much rain �2 mm!, and stream

discharge wae not substantially increased.
Tides, however, ran 0.6 to 1.0 m above

normal and extensive coastal flooding

resulted. The flood water would percolate

downward to temporarily raise the level of
the water table near the shore. As the

tides dropped, this would increase the

submarine OutflOv rates. An alternative

explanation for the high flow rates

observed on 7 September has been proposed

by H. Buxton of the U.S. Geologicai Survey
 personal communication, 1960! . Be has
suggested that the storm may have signifi-
cantly disturbed the bottom sediments and
thus increased their permeability. In this

situation the flow rates would have

increased even if the hydraulic gradient

did not. Withi.n 10 days �7 Septemberj the

outflow rates had returned to the values

that were typical of those measured on
26 June, 24 July, and 7 August. The

discharge of the Connetquat River shows a

similar response to heavy rainfall; after

a heavy rainfall the river discharge
increases and then gradually returns to

normal over the period of several days.

This similarity is not unexpected because

both the submarine outflovs and the stream-

flow are responding to changes in the

water table elevation. Wore research

needs to be done, however, to examine the

relationship between etreamflow and sub-

marine outflow.

Sacr pcztchogue

The easternmost site was in East

patchogue at the end of Dunton Avenue.

This site was cl.ose to the patchogue

location and the beach here was similar

except that it was not backed by a marsh.

12
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Iorings through the beach shoved

occasional thin layers of peat and gravel

in tha beach sand. The bay i'loor here vas

sandy and eelgrass beds vere found farther

offshore. At a distance of 100 m offshore

the vater was 0.9 m deep.

h transect of ground-water flov

measureraents was repeated here on three

dates--16 June, 27 June, and 19 July 1979.

Three sets of observations were made on

the first date and two on each of the

subsequent days. The results are shown in

Figure 'Fr they are very similar to those

taken at Patchogue. On 16 June the flow

rate was found to decrease steadily from

80 t/day-m' at a di.stance of 15 m from
shore to 28 L/day-mr at 92 m. Ouplicate
measurements vera within 1 t/day-m' of
~ ach other, but the repeated measurements

at a distance of 70 m differed by

20 t/day-ms. Ne have no explanation for
this particular difference. The flow

rates meaaured on 27 June and 19 July were

very sisrilar and generally lower than

those measured on L6 June. The highest

flow rate near shore vas 56 L/day-m'
reassured on 19 July vheraas flaws as high

as 80 L/day-m' vere seen on 16 June.
Values 30 m offshore were nov less than

35 t/day-m' vhere they had been about
45 L/day-m' eleven days earlier. Far
offshore  at 70 and 92 m! the flow rates

measured on all three dates were identical

within the accuracy of the devices. Once

again the differences between duplicate
and replicate measurements and between

measurements made on different dates were

larger near shore than offshore.

The results at East Patchogue vere so

similar to those found at patchogue that

we could attribute no differences in the

outflow magnitude or distribution due to

the different settings at these two sites.

Nona of the measurements at Bast patchogue

were made after rainstorms, hut the lover

flow rates on 27 June and 19 July may

reflect decreasing rainfall during this

period. Btreamflow measurements at the
Connetquot River support this hypothesis.

The stream discharge decreased steadily

from a value of 650 L/sec on 4 June to

180 i/sec on 3 August 1979  T. Spinello,

Lop. sit. !,

Bsakeokar 5'sate Park

The outf lowe along the transect at

Heckscher State park, as well as the next

two transects at Bayport and Bay Shorer had

been measured during the sumrser of 1978

 Bokuniewics, 3980! . The transect is

offshore of Beach Number 9 on the east

shore of the park. As discussed earlier,

this beach vas canstructed artificially in

1930 over a salt marsh which now flanks

the beach on either side. Beach sand was

found down to the depth of the water table

but a buried clay layer underlies the

beach and outcrops at, the bay floor 7 m

offshore {Bokunievicx, 1980!. Except for

this band of clay, the bay floor is sand.

Tha water depth was 1.4 rs at a distance of

100 m from shore.
Ground-water flow measureme~ts were

made along tha transect on two days--

3 July and 31 July 1979. Two sets of

observations were made on each day

 Figure 8! . On 3 July the flow rates were

near 60 i/day-m' at a distance of 15 m
from shore and they decreased to about

35 t/day-sr' at 85 m. A single flaw rate

was measured over the clay layer 5 m from

shore. As expected, this value was low

�0 L/day-mr!; similarly, low flow rates
had been found here the year before. The

flow rates measured farther offshore

during the summer of 1978 were the same as

those seen on 3 July 1979 within the

accuracy of the measurements.

On 31 July 1979 the measured outflow

rates were similar beyond 4 distance of

30 m from shore, but significantly lower

near shore. The depressed values near

shore may reflect generally drying condi-

tions during July> between 3 July and

31 July the discharge of the Connetquot

River decreased steadily from 310 t/sec

to 245 i/sec  T. Spinello, Zoa. cia. ! .
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Saypart

The transect at Bayport was offshore

of a narrow beach along a paved street

 Gillette Avenue}. This beach has appar-

ently been filled with a variety of

construction debris and we were not able

to bore into the beach with hand tools.

The bay floor at this location is sandy

except very close to shore where pieces of

concrete, bricks, and other large pieces

of constructian material are found. The

water depth at a distance of 100 m was

L.O m. 14easurements of the ground-water

flaw were made along a transect on 26 July

and 30 August 1979. Only one set of

measurements vas made on 26 July while two

sets were collected on 30 August. A set

of outflow measurements had also been made

along this transect during the seamer of

1978  Bokunievics, 1980! .

Plow values on 26 July decreased

offshore 1'rom 47 2/day-m' at 7 m
 Figure 9} . The autf low rates measured an

30 August were slightly lower but similar

with one important exception. At a dis-

tance of 20 m from shore very high flow

rates vere measured. Replicate measure-

ments at this location gave values oi'

150 2/day-m' and 145 2/day-m'. These were
the highest flov rates recorded during

this study. Ho measurements had been made

at this location on 26 July> however, the

same unusual flow distribution vas found

during the summaer of 1978 <Bokuniewics,

1980! . On 9 August 197$, an outflow rate

of 140 2/day-m~ was measured at a distance
of 18 m from shore along this transect,

while further offshore the measured values

were very similar to those measured in

August and July 1979  Figure 9!.

Bokuniewicz �980! suggested that this

anomalously high value might be due to the

geometry of the shoreline but it appears

now that this is a small area of extremely

high flows superimposed on a normal

distribution of offshore outflow rates.

The anomalous region can not be mare than

15 m vide although we do not know whether

cr not it exists as a narrov band parallel

to the shore. It has apparently persisted

for at least one year and, therefore, it

is probably due to the local geologic

structure; although it cauld be man-made,

a buried drainpipe for example. It is

interesting to note that people who oftenI
swim in the bay say that they occasionally

find smail areas of very cold water near

the bottom. It seems likely that small

patches of exceedingly rapid submarine

discharges are not uncommon.

Bay Shore

The westernmost site was in Bay Shore

at the end of South Bay Avenue. A narrov

sand beach forms the shore here and the

beach borders an extensive marsh. Barings

shawed that the beach was only 0.35 m

thick. The beach sand overlies a muddy

layer at the water table. The bay floor

here is sandy mud and the water depth was

1.2 m at a distance of 95 m from shore.

The outflow rates along a transect at this

site had been measured peevt.ously during

the summer of 1978  Bokuniewicz, 1980!.

Por the present study, the ground-water

flow was measured along an offshore tean-

sect on two days--28 June and 2 August

1979. Two sets of measurements were made

on each day  Figure 10! .

Outflow rates at this site were

eelatively lov compared to the other sites.

This may be because the hydraulic gradient

is lower than normal in the marsh and/or

because the hydraulic conductivities of

the bay floor sediments are lower than

they are at the other sites. At this loca-

tion the vertical hydraulic conductivity

of the surficial sediment was about

12 m/day whereas a more typical value is

near 50 ra/day in the study area

 Bokuniewicz, 1980! . The outflow rates

measured here during 1978 were substan-

tially lower than the measurements

reported here. Between 28 June 1979 and

2 August 1979 there was very little change

in the submarine outflow at this site even

16
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thOugh, ag We have diSCueeed earlier,

conditions became progressively more dry
during the sung er. The lack of changes in

the outflow at this site may be due to the
effects of the marsh. One notable feature

along the bay shore transect is the dif-

ference in outflow rates at a distance oi'

30 m frrxn shore between 2$ June and

2 August. On 28 June the flow rates here

were between 20 and 25 R/day-m' while on

2 August they were between 50 and

60 I/day-mr. perhaps this is evidence of
another localised area of high outflow

rates like that seen at Bayport where

small differences in the location of the

measuring device cause large differences

in the measured outflow.

Barrett Beach

One site was chosen on the south

shore of the bay at Barrett Beach on Fire

Island. This is the narrowest point on

Fire Island> the island ia only 225 m

across here. The beaches are backed by

dunes that are about 4.5 m high. The bay

floor is sand and the water is shallow.

The water depth is only 0.7 m at a dis-

tance of 184 rn from shore, Ground-water

flow measurements were made on each of

three dates--10-11 June, 10 July, and

9-10 August 1979. These days were chosen

to correspond as closely aa possible to

times of maximum spring tides. On each

day the periods over whiah flows were

measured were predetermined irom predic-

tions of the tide level in the ocean and

in the bay. I4e assumed that the elevation

of high tide in the bay and in the ocean

would be the same and then from the tide

tables we calculated the difference in

water levels on either' side of the barrier

i,eland at Barrett Beach. The flow meas-

urements were made over periods when the

ocean level was expected to be higher than

the bay level and vice versa. On

10-11 June and 9-10 August 1979 measure-

ment along the transect was aLso made over

a complete tidal period �2.4 hours!.

On 10-11 June, four sets of measure-

ments were made  Figure LL! along a

transect into the bay. The f irst set of

measurements was made over' an entire tidal

period. They showed the flow to be less

than 5 f/day-mn out to a distance of at
least 98 m. The second set of measurements

was made over a three-hour period centered

on the time when we expected the dift'erence

between the bay water level and the ocean

level to be greatest with the ocean being

higher than the bay. The flow rates meas-

ured at this time were slightly higher.

The highest was about 22 i/day-m' at a
distance of 75 m. The next two sets wer'e

taken at times when the bay level was

expected to be higher than the ocean level.

If the difference in water level was

causing a flow of ground water from the

bay to the ocean, we should have seen nega-

tive outflow values during the third and

fourth seta> that is, if we put a known

amount of bay water into the bags before

we started the measurements, we should

expect this amount to decrease as water

moved into the sediment. This was not

observed. The outflow values of the third

and fourth set of measurements were

comparabl.e in magnitude to the second set

and higher than the first.

The same results were found on

10 July 1979. Four sets of measurements

were made  Figure 12! . The first set was

taken during a period when the ocean level

wag expected to be higher than the bay

l.evel and the next three sets were made

while the bay level was expected to be

higher than the ocean level. Ho unequivo-

cal, systematic changes in the outflows

were detected, although the highest flow

rate <68 t/day-mr at 10 m! was measured

when the ocean level was higher than the

bay and relatively higher flows might be

expected.

On 9-10 August, two sets of measure-

ments were done and a special effort was

made to measure flows very near the shore

 Figure 13! . The results of the first set

represent tbe flow rates over an entire

18
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tidal period while the second set was

collected over the time when the ocean

level wae expected to be higher than the

bay level, The average outflow over the

tidal period vas consistently lower than

that measured while the ocean level was

higher than the bay, but the results are

not conclusive. The distribution of

DISCUSS ION

Pater Qua Lisy

All measurements were made within

several hours after the time when theoutflows on this day was similar to that

seen on the north shore of the bay. Flow

values were high near shore and the dif-

ferences between duplicate and replicate

measurements were larger near shore. We

believe that the high flow values very

near the shoreline are evidence of a

discharge of ground-water from the fresh-

water lens under Fire Island. We do not

know, however, if this source is euffi-

cient to explain the offshore flow rates;

some water may be due to upward. leakage

from the !jagothy or the Lloyd aquifers.

lf this is the case, then measurable sub-

marine outflows should be found in the bay

far from shore. Some preliminary
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measurements seams to support this hypoth-

esis.

devices were implanted. The salinity and,

presumably, other characters of the water

that was collected in the bags were the

same as the ambient bay water. On several

occasions we noticed, however, that when

the devices were removed the water that

they contained was significantly colder

than the bay water.

Lee �977! points out that if you

wish to collect samples of the pore water,

you must allow the devices to rest in
place for a sufficient time to drive out

any water that is trapped in the devices

when they are implanted. These sorts of
measurement have been made in la3res



 Lee, 19771 Downing and Peterka, 1978! .

For the outflows in Great South Bay, the

time required to purge the devices may be

calculated and such a calculation is

instructive.

h flow rate of 10 1/day-mz corre-
sponds to a flow velocity of 0.0l ra/day

across the sediment-water interface or a

velocity of about 0.016 m/day within the

sediments if we assume a porosity of 50%,

When the devices are implanted, a layer of

bay water 0.03 to 0.05 m thick is trapped

under them. For a reasonably high flow

rate of, say, 50 I/day-m', one full day

waul.d be needed to displace a volume of

water equal to that trapped under the de-

vice initially. Because of mixing between

bay water within the device and the

upward-flowing gr'ound water about three

days would be needed to insure a complete

purge. To test the pore water it would be

easi.er to collect a core and to sample the

pore water at various depths directly.

There are two reasons wh. sal.inity of

the water crossing the sediment-water

interface is not expected to be zero. The

first is that salt from the bay can

diffuse dawn into the sediment pore water

against the submarine autf low. Against a

flow of 10 E/day-m', salinities would
decrease to a few parts per thousand from

normal bay salinities at a depth of only

0.02 m. The second reason involves the

flow of salty water from the bay through

the aquifer and shoreward across the

freahWater/SaltWater interface. The

upward flow of fresh ground water then

returns this salt to the bay. This cir-

culation of salt water within the aquifer

is discussed by Cooper, et al. �964! .

From field studies in Florida, they have

estimated that 10 to 13% of the water

flowing upward across the sediment-water

inter'face at the shoreline is recirculated

salt water.
Where the submarine outflow rates are

liters per day per square meter, the

salinity of the pore water could be very

low !ust a few centimeters below the

sediment-water interface. This abrupt

salinity gradient could explain the forma-

tion of ice in the top layers of the bottom

of the bay during the winter. Such ice is

well known aaeng baymen as anchor frost,

"anchor ice,' or "frozen bottom.

Mr. Arthur Cooley  Bellport Senior High

School, personal communication, 19&0! has

been studying the occurrence of anchor ice.

It was he who brought this phenomenon to

our attention and suggested that it is due

to the outflow of near'by freshwater from

the sediment in.to the bay water. During

the coldest part of the winter, saline bay

water can dip below 0 C perhaps as cold as

-1.54C without freezing. The temperature

of the pore water could drop belaw 0 C to a

depth of almost 0.2 m. As a res~it there

should be a considerable thickness af the

bay floor sediment which cauld freeze even

though the bay water itself is not.

If this explanation of anchor ice is

cor'rect, its distribution may assist in

understanding the locatio~ and extent of

freshwater flaw into the bay through the

bottom. Baymen report that anchor ice can

be up to 0.1 m thick; that it is patchy,

sometimes as big as a boat, sometimes a s

large as a football field; and that it

occurs more frequently in muddy rather than

sandy bottom. Anchor ice can even be found

as much as several kilometers from the

shoreline. The measurement of the salinity

of pore water should help to determine if

this explanation of anchor ice is correct.

and thereby add to our knowledge of the

water budget of the bay.

Tota f Sabsarias Df sehar ge

The distribution of flow rates off-

shore may be described by an exponentially

decreasing function of the form Ae where

A is the flow rate at the shoreline, c is

an empirical 'decay constant that governs

the rate of decrease of the flux offshore

and x is the distance from the shorelin.e.

These types af mathematical description

were investigated numericallv by McBride
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and pfannkuch �975! for a wide range of

hydrogeologic conditions, including situa-
tions similar to that at Great South Bay,

They haVe COncluded that a simple
~xponential function is an adequate

approximation to the more complicated,
~xact solutions to the equations that

govern the flow of ground water. This was
shown to be the case for the ground-water

. flov intO Iake Sallie  NCBride and

Pfannkuch, 1975! and also for the outflow
into Great South Say  Bokuniewicx, 1980! ~

This simple mathematical description
could be useful because it pravides us

with a consistent and reasonable method of

handling the data. The mathematical
formula can be used to extrapolate the

flow measurements and to calculate the

total outflow magnitudes. The values of
A and c were determined ior each transect

by fitting a least-squares regression line
to a plot of the logarithm of the flov
rate versus distance. These two parame-

ters are given in Table I. The measured
correlation coefficient ranged from +0.91

tc -0.97. Valuea Of the corceletiOn

coefficient near -1 indicate that the

mathematical formula describes the meas-

uremmnts well, while positive values or

values near sero mean that the mathemati-
cal formula is not an adequate description

of the data. The measured values might be

expected to deviate from the predicted
values for several reasons. One reason is
that the equation used to calculate the
predicted values is only an approximation
of a more complicated, exact solution.

The nere exact mathematical description of
the ground-water flow would require that
measurements be made of the hydraulic

gradient and the distribution of permea-
bil.ities and such solutions must often be

evaluated numerically. For the examples

considered by Wceride and Pfannkuch �975!
the approximate evaluation differed from
the exact solution by as much as 30t at

same places. Differences between the
predicted and measured values of the flow
rate are also due to local irregularities

in the actual hydraulic conditions. The

unusually large outflow rates observed at
Bayport, for example, can not be accounted
far with tha formula. Along other tran-

sscts the flow values very near the shore

were found to vary widely. These unex-

plained nearshore irregularities can
significantly affect the quality of the
mathematical description. If they are

random, as they appear to be, then the
formula should describe the statistical

mean flow distri.bution near the shore. We

have not made enough nearshore measure-

msnts to test vhether or not this is the

case. As a result, the formula is not as

good a description of the individual flow
values as previously supposed. Neverthe-
less, it does give us a reasonable and

consistent way of estimating the total

outflow from the available data.

With this mathematical description,

the total flow rate through the bay floor

per unit length of shoreline is A/c
whenever c is greater than sero. These

values are given in Table I. Xn order to
estimate the total submarine outflow we

chose a value for the flow rate per unit

length of shoreline that is representative
of the conditions on the north shore of

the bay during the suauser of 1979 and then
multiplied that value by the length of the
shoreline �7 km! to calculate the total

outflow into the study area. The repre-

sentative value of A/c was calculated to

be 8,676 i/day-m. This was done by

calculating a weighted average of the
values tabulated  Table I!, that is to say,

an average value was calculated whi.ch takes
into account the fact that the formula

describes some of the measurements better

than others. The values of A/c for each

day were multiplied by the square of the
corresponding correlation coefficient  rr!
The square of the correlation coefficient
is the veighting factor. In this way,
values of A/c that were calculated from

mathematical descriptions with a better

degree of coz'relation to the measurements

were assigned more importance than those
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Table
Submarine outf lowmathematical Description of the Rates

A/c
1/day-m

A
i/day-me

Date
1979

C
1/mSite

Patohogue 24,984

16,215

7,888

7,091

6,747

7,681

8,864

0,0025

0.0039

62. 5

63. 2

74.9

90.8

80<3

27.7

34.6

18.9

34.3

23.9

22.7

58.1

58.7

06 Jun*

16 June 0.0095

0.0128

0.1190

0.0036

0.0039
-D.D044

0.0043

-0.0011

Bast Patchogue

Patchogue 26 June

27 JuneEast Patchogue
7,970

Bay Shore 28 June
-G.0024

0.0055

0.0071

10, 558

8,270
Beckscher state Park 03 July

-0.001D19 JulyBeat Patchogue
3,1870.0172

0.005524 JulyPatchogue
0.0020

0. 0016

-0. G027

0.0040

22,95626 July

3i July
Bayport

Heckscher State Park
9,048

6,606

8,946

20,060

10, 548

0.0068

O.OD37

0.0025

Say Shore 02 August

07 AugustPa tchogue
0.0050

0.0120

0.0080

-0.0103

-0.0051

0.0009

O.G042

G.0110

0.0119

3, 351

5, 353
30 AugustBayport

07 SeptemberPatchogue

31, 678

8,660
13 September

4951 G JuneBarrett Beach
1,551

6<685

1<603

2, 385

O.OD23

0.0126

0.017810 July

+0.45

-0.68

-0.84

-0.83

2, 2690.0083

0.0119

0.0095

18.8

21.3

43.9

1, 789

4,624
10 August

e This is the linear correlation coefficient between the natural logarithm of

tbe a.<asured flow rates and the distance from share at which those rates were

measured.
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29. 8

54. 8

14.5

20.5

36.7

29,8

36.2

44.9

33.1

50.2

52.7

40.2

42.7

23.3

36. 3

28.5

36.4

05. 5

18.3

15. 4

20.2

42. 5

-0.45

0.78

-0,90

-0.97

-0.88

-0.31

� 0. 28

+0. 39

-0.38

+0.16

+0.26

-0.94

-0.72

+0.14

-0.95

~0.65

+0.21

-0.25

+0.64

-0.65

-0.58

-0.35

-0. 18

-0.38

-0.47

-0.40

+0 91

+0.72

-0.08

-0.36

-0.93

-0. 91.

-0.18

-0.75

-0.67



with a poorer degree of correlation. For
each day the values of ra@/c were added
and their sum then divided by the sum of

the ra. values for that day. This is the

weighted average outflow for any particu-
lar day. The weighted mean for the entire
sunnner was then found by repeating the

operation using the weighted a~erage
outflows for each day and the sum of the

re values for each day as a new weighting

factor.
If an outflow rate of 8,676 t/day-m

ie assumed to be representative of the

entire shoreline during the susnner of

1979, then the total flow of ground water

into the study area along the north shore
was 4.1 s 10 n/day. This value does not

include the discharge into the tidal

reaches of streams and it is larger by a

factor of two than the estimate made from

measurements taken a year earlier

 Bokuniewics, 1960! .

The total subnaarine discharge

includes not only the fresh ground-water
discharge but also some recirculated sea-
water  Cooper, et al., 1964!. In the
aquifers near miami, Florida about seven-
eighths of the total discharge at the
shoreline was found to originate as

freshwater in the inland parts of the

aquifer; the remaining one-eighth repre-
sented a return of seawater entering the

aquifer across the sea floor {Cooper, et
al., l964>. If we assume that. the ratio

of freshwater to sea~ster in the submarine

discharge is the same in Great South Bay,
then the total discharge of freshwater

across the bay floor in the study area is

calculated to be 3.6 n 1.0n Ir/day. This
value is about 20 to 35% of the total

freshwater supply.
Although we have made only a few

measurements on the south shore of the

bay, it is instructive to estimate the
magnitude of the total outflow into the
bay along the Fire Island shore. For the

tabulated values of A/c at Barrett Beach,

a weighted average was calculated as
before. This value is 2,320 f/day-m. If

we assume that this value is representa-

tive of conditions along the entire south

shore of the bay during the sunnner of

1979, then the total outflow was about

1.0 n l0' rr/day-m, or about one-quarter as
large as the total submarine outflow along
the north shore.

Thsoz eticaI Deecriptfone

af the Sarbnrnrfrae Dr'echargs

The simple mathematical description
of the flow is useful for extrapolating

the results and calculating total or

average flows. It is, nonetheless, empiri-
cal and does not show the importance of

the various hydrogeological parameters

that, in principle, must control the

seepage fl.ux. These parametea"s include:
a . the vertical conductivity, K v
b. the ratio of the vertical to the

horirontal conductivity, Ir axv h
c. the hydraulic gradient, G

In order to study the importance of these

parameters, you must find theoretical
solutions to the equations governing the
flow of water in aquifers. These equa-

tions are called Darcys Law and the

Richards equation �931! .

Theoretical studies are usually done

by numerical methods  KcBride and
Pfannkuch, 1975; Freere and witherspoon,

1966!. There are several advantages to

using numerical methods. Nore complicated
situations can be handled numerically than

can be studied with anal.yt.ical solutions.

If adequate data on the conductivity and
geometry of the aquifers exist, the
numerical solutions are best for investi-

gating a particular region. Numerical
solutions must be done on a computer,

however, and they may be costly. They are
also essentially "black boxes"; they

transform the data into the solution but

they offer no insights into the relation-
ships between the critical parameters that
control the form and magnitude of the

answer. For this an analytical solution

is useful, even though some simplifying
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assumptions are needed to solve the

governing equations analytically.

The theory of the flow of ground

water near the shore is discussed as part

of a classic paper on gr'ound-water flow in

general written by I4. K. Hubbert �940!

and mora of the details of ground-water

moveamnt in coastal aquifers are developed

by Cooper, et al. �964! . This previous

work has been directed toward predicting

the position of the saltwater/freshwater

interface within the aquifer but the

theories also predict that freshwater

flows across the sea floor through a nar-

row gap betveen the beach and the

freshwater/saltwater interface offshore.

According to formulae that. describe these

conditions the width of the gap through

which freshwater escapes to the sea is.

X e Q/2yK0

where Q js the fr'eshwater flow,per unit

length of shoreline, K is the hydraulic

conductivity of the aquifer and y is the

excess specific gravity of sea~ster over

that of freshwater. For the situation in

Great Sooth Bay, Q would be the total

submarine discharge per unit length of the

shor eline  A/c! less the fraction of that

discharge due to recirculating seawater

 which we have assumed to be I/8! . In

deriving this formula, the aquifer is

assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic;

in other words, the hydraulic conductivity

is the same everywhere and the vertical

hydraulic conductivity is the same as the

horizontal hydraulic conductivity. Math-

ematically, K Kh e K . The density
difference betveen seawater and freshwater

is only about one-fortieth the density of

freshwater, so that y = I/4D.

By using 1 ve can calculate X . For0
the bay a reasonable value for Q woul.d be

about 7,600 t/day-m. "K" should be

between 6 m/day and 60 m/day; let us

choose K lT66I m/day 19 m/day for this

example. With these values, the value
for X is 8 m. Clearly this is too small.o

One reason for this may be that the

vertical and horizontal are not, in fact,

the same. A correction due to the

anisotropy can be estimated, however,

 Freeze and Cherry, 1979!; this is done by

multiplying X by the square root of Kh/K
The square root of Kh/K is 3.15 so thatv
the corrected value of X is about 25 m.0
This is still smaller than observed. The

reaSOn far the pOOr agreement between the

theory and the observations may be due to

the fact that the theory assumes that the

salt water in the aquifer is stationary

and that f love occur only above a sharp

saltwater/freshwater inter f ace . In na ture,

of course, the interface between the salt

water and the freshwater in the aquifer is

not sharp but rather gradual, and brackish

or salty water is certainlv in motion at

least near the "interface."

To study this situation we have

developed another analytical solution to

the equations that govern the magnitude

and distribution of ground-water flows.

For our new solution we have ignored the

fact that the salt water is more dense

than the freshwater; in other words, we

are assuming that. there is no recircula-

tion of salt water in the aquifer and that

the ground-water flows are seaward every-

vhere. These assumptions may not be too

unreasonable because in Florida where the

situation has been studied in the f weld,

it was found that the recirculation

seawater flows were most likely, only

about 13% of the total dischazge, and that

the ground-water flows were seaward not

onl.y in the freshwater lens but also in

the saline ground water under the sea

floor at least during periods of high

hydraulic gradients. Our solution was

done in two dimensions  horizontal and

vertical! . We assumed that the hydraulic

gradient vas constant away from the shore,

that the aquifers sit on an impermeable

stratum, that the thickness of the aquifer

was uniform, and that the aquifer was

homogeneous although not necessarily

isotropic. The submarine outflow rate is
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then given by

�! 9 e X G ln coth sxk/4L! /kvv

where a is the distance from the shore-

line> I is the thickness of the aquifer,
and k w ~Ah. The solution is only
appraximate but it is accurate when
ask/4L > 3 where s is the distance between
the shoreline and the vater-table divide;
this condition is met in tbe study area.

The flov rate at any location can be

seen to be directly proportional to the
hydraulic gradient and the vertical
intrinsic permeability. Any percentage

changes in either of these quantities will
produce the same percentage change in the
submarine outflow rate. The rate at which

the seepage flux decreases offshore is
determined primarily by the thickness of
the aquifer. The rate of decrease, as
well as the magnitude of the submarine
outflow, is less sensitive to the anisot-
ropy in the aquifer because only the
square root of the anisotropy ratio enters
the solution, !«ecause of the nature of
the hyperbolic cotangent function  coth!,
the flow rates will c}o to sero at a dis-

tance irom shore of about 4L/k.

As a result of the simplifying

assumptions that were made in obtaining
the analytical solution, it is difficult
to choose appropriate values of the hydro-
geolagical parameters unequivocally. The
aqui.fer thickness, I, for example, was
assumed to be constant whereas the

aquifers actually increase in thickness
seawardly. nevertheless, an attempt at
evaluating the solution may be illustra-

tive. Let us assume that the ground-vater

flow is confined to the glacial aquifer.

The value for L is then 30 m. "k" is

between 0.3 and 0.6« let. us choose k = 0.6

in order to confine the outflow to a rane

that is as narrow as possible. To make

the outflows as large as possible, K vill

be picked to be as large as possible;
k = 68 m/day. The hydraulic gradient, G,

is 0.002, and v = 3.14. With these

choices, we find that the flow is confined

to a zone vithin lgl m from shore. Of

course, the values farthest from shore

would be very low. The predicted flaw

values are given in Table II. The agree-

ment between these predicted values and

the measured values is encouraging, and ve

expect that this analytical solution will
be useful in future work. It is notable,

for example, that if we assume that the
outflows are controlled by the Hagathv

aquifer  I 335 m, k 0.18! then the
submarine outflow should extend more than

7 km from share.

submar inc
Outflow rate

«/day-mr

Distance
from share

m

1805

10

25

50

75

100

132

70

30

14

CONCLUSIONS

l.. The flow of ground water across

the floor of Great South Bay can be meas-

ured near the shore with devices that were

developed by Lee �971! and modified for
t,his study. Ground-water flow rates can
be measured to within *5 «/day-m~ if the
instruments are properly placed, if a

screen is attached on the interior of the
device over the vent to prevent clogging,
and if rigid, vented chambers are pl.aced
over the collectio~ bags to dampen wave

disturbance.
2. Submarine outflow rates of abo~t

50 «/day-m should be expected within 20 m
from shore. Between 70 and 100 m the flow
rates are typically about 30 «/day-m~.

Table II

Predicted Submarine Outflow

K 66 m/day, G 0.002, k - 0.6, I = 30 m
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3. The tidal. range in the bay is not

sufficient to produce measurable changes

in the submarine outflow over a tidal

cycle.
4. The passage of storms can affect

the submarine outflow either by disturbing

the bay-floor sediments and thus

increasing their hydraulic conductivity or'

by raising the hydraulic gradient with
rainfall Or COaetal flOOding. InCreasee

in the outflow appear to be proportionally
greater offshore and to persist for less
than 10 days.

5. Simultaneous measurements made as

c!.ose together as possible sometimes

showed large differences  > 10 t/day-m ! .
The same was true of some rseasurements

made at the same location a few hours

4Prart, Differences between duplicate and
replicate measurements are relatively
greater within, say, l0 m offshore than
they are beyond 30 m from shore. The
magnitude of these differences seems to
be toa large to be due to failure of the
technique. As a result, we believe that
these are indications of local or rapid
variations in the pore water pressure

and/or the hydraulic conductivi.ty.
6. There are small areas of unusual-

ly high outflows across the bay floor.
FlOW rates aS high aS 150 I/day-mr were
raeaaured at one such spot. This rapid
outflow was confined to a zone no more

than L5 m wide and it seerss to have per-

sists& for at least one year, but probably
much longer.

7, significant volumes of freshwater
may be entering the bay across the bay
floor from the freshwater lens under Fire
Island or fram leakage of water out of the

intermediate and deep artesian aquifers.
ALong the Fire Island shore this outflow
may be as much as 25% of the rsagnitude of
the seepage flow along the north shore of
the bay.

8. The submarine outflow rates that

were measured within 100 m from shore are
sufficiently high to imply that brackish
water or freshwater should be found at

depths of a few centimeters within the bay
sediments.

9. The total submarine discharge of
ground water at the north shore of the bay
is estimated to be about 4.1 s l0' I/day.
This value excludes that ground water which

is discharged into the tidal reaches of
streams. If we aesurse that one-eighth of
this discharge is recirculated seawater,
then freshwater is supplied at a rate of
3.6 s 10' L/day across the bay floor.

RECORMENDATIOHS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This Study had twa unique aspects. It
represents the f irst exte reive set o f
ground-water seepage flow raeasurements made
in the coastal zone and. the only measure-

ment available in Great south say. In

addition, analytical solutions to the
Richards equation are rarely studied, and
this was the first time a solution was

examined for shoreline conditions.

As a result of these elements of our

work, the research raises many questions
that could not be adequately addressed
during the period of this study Future
research should be directed to the follow-

ing questions:
l. What is the distribution of

vertical intrinsic permeabilities of the

bay floor?
2. Can the submarine ground-water

outflow be predicted from measurements of
rai nfall, streamflow, or the level of the

water tablei
3 . How doe s the submarine out f low

af f ect the distribution of di ssolved chem-

icals, salt in particular, in the pore

water of the bay sediments, and the flux

of these chemicals across the sediment-

water interface?
4. Is there persistent upward leakage

of ground water from deep artesian aquifers
producing significant submarine outflows
far from shore? If so, what is the magni-

tude and distributio~ of these flaws'.

5. What is the distributron of the

submarine out f low l o np the shore, in

2I
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APPENDIX

CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF THE GROUND-WATER

FLOW-NEASVRING DEVICES

In tz odsati on

Submarine outflow across the floor of

Great South Bay can be measured directly
using seepage devices similar to those

designed and tested by Lee  I977!, A

shallow cylinder is placed open-end down
into the sediment. Ground water flowing
upward into this cyl,inder is trapped and

diverted into a plastic bag connected to

the device  Figure Al!. After a few

hours, the bag is removed and the volume

of water is measured. From the time

duration of the experiment. the volume of

water in the bag, and the area covered by

the device, a volume rate of flow per unit

area can be calculated. Multiplying the

volume flow rate by the area detei'mines

the seepage velocity. Eight seepage

devices were constructed for this study.

C'oaezruofion o f ths Ssspags Devios

Seepage devices were constructed from

the ends of 55-gallon oil drums. Three

holes were drilled on the top of each

device. Two of the holes were fitted with

braes bolts to hoM a steel chamber over

the bag for protection. The third hole

was fitted with a tapered nozzle to serve

as vent for the flowing ground water,

The nozzle hole was drilled near the edge

of the drain so that by tilting the device

during placement any entrapped gas could

escape. After the nozzle hole was

drilled, the two holes for the bolts were

arranged to accommodate the best position

of the chamber over the nozzle. We used

galvanized pails for chambers. The

chambers were rigidly held in place with

wing nuts. To keep pressure equal inside

and out. four small � ssn! holes were

drilled through the pail. In addition to

the chambers, small perforated plastic

covers were used to prevent clogging of

the device during use. The holes in the

cover were the same diameter as the nozzle

bore. These covers were placed over the

nozzle entrance on the underside of each

device. An epoxy coating was given to the

seepage device in order to seal the cover

permanently in place and protect the rest

of the device from rust. The tops of the

devices were painted orange so they could

be seen under water easily.

conetruotios of Co flection,9u-,

Bags to be connected to the seepage

device were 4-liter plastic alligator bags

with a wall thickness of 0.017 mm. They

were connected to PVC-adaptors which are

threaded on one end and smooth on the

other. The smooth end was fitted with a

short section of tygon tubing so that the

bag-adaptor assembly could be connected

tightly to the nozzle of the seepage

device. The bag was best connected to the

threaded part of the adaptor by cutting a

2. 5 cm hole into one side of the bag and

securing it with rubber washers and hex

nuts. The rubber washers prevented

tearing of the bag as the hex nuts were

tightened. Once the bag assemblies were

complete, the open end of the bag was

heat-sealed by using a 25matt pencil

soldering iron. The end to be sealed was

placed between two pieces of newspaper and

sealed by running the iron down the length

of the newspaper.

Qm' iagC

In use, eight seepage devices  minus

the bag assemblies! were slowly pressed

into the bottom sediment until the top was
about 5 cm from the sediment. The vented

side rested higher so that any entrapped
air could freely escape. After the device

was set, sediment was placed around the

side of the device to insure a good seal
between the seepage device and the sed.�

ment. After the device was in place, rt
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would be given a gentle upward tug~ if the

seal was bad the device would pull. out of

the sediment easily. When this happened
the seepage device was removed completely

and xeset in an undisturbed area. The

nozzle was cleaned with pipe cleaners in

case any sediment had become lodged in the

nozzle during placement. Six seepage

devices vere usually placed 10, 15, 30,

50, 70, and 100 m from shore. Two

additional devices were placed next to the

devices at 15 and 70 m from shore. It

took between one and two houxs to install

generally collected. Volumes were

measured using volumetric flasks. The

temperature of the samples was also

measured. A sample of bay water was

collected and brought back to the lab

for salinity measurement.

p~ostscrf t: s ece t s s e ent of the salinity of water witt in the de 'c s s ggeste
that the fraction of freshwater in the submarine discharge may be substantially less than
seven-eiqhths as assumed on paqes 21, 24. and 25. As much as about half of the submarine

discharge may be recirculated bay water. Needless to say, if this is proven to be the
case, it would substantially change our calculations  pp. 21, 24, and 25! . Purther meas-

urements are needed in order to document the amount of recirculation.

H.B. and B.Z.
June 1980
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the eiqht seepage devices.

The bags were placed on the seepage

devices after they were deflated and

Seeded with a known volume of bay ~ster.

Detlating was done by squeezing the bag

into a tight ball around the adaptor.

water was then added to the adaptor until

full. About 8 ml were necessary to

displace the air. The exact amount was

recorded for each bag. The bag was closed

by spreading plastic wrap over the open

end and fastening it with a rubbex' band.

When a neqative flaw <i.e. flow from the

bag into the device! was anticipated the
bag was filled with 200 mR of bay water

and sealed. After the haqs were prepared,

they vere placed on the devices by

pressing the tyqon tube onto the nozzle.

The plastic vrap was pierced by the nozzle

snd the bag was quickly and easily con-
nected to the devi.ce. After the bags were

connected, the rigid chambers were placed

ovex the bags and secured by using wing

nuts. Bag placement required less than

15 minutes. After a minimum of an hour,

a second set of' baqs was prepared and

placed on the devices one at a time after

each bag from the first set was removed.

To remove the bags the tygon tube was

twisted off and the opening was immediate-

ly covered with a finger. The filled bags

were brought back to the beach and the

water removed. Between 0.5 and 1 R were




